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Abstract
We present a new method to obtain lower bounds for the time complexity of polynomial eval-
uation procedures. Time, denoted by L, is measured in terms of nonscalar arithmetic operations.
In contrast with known methods for proving lower complexity bounds, our method is purely
combinatorial and does not require powerful tools from algebraic or diophantine geometry. By
means of our method we are able to verify the computational hardness of new natural families
of univariate polynomials for which this was impossible up to now. By computational hardness
we mean that the complexity function L2 grows linearly in the degree of the polynomials of the
family we are considering. Our method can also be applied to classical questions of transcen-
dence proofs in number theory and geometry. A list of (old and new) formal power series is
given whose transcendence can be shown easily by our method. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The study of complexity issues for straight-line programs evaluating univariate poly-
nomials is a standard subject in theoretical computer science. One of the most fun-
damental tasks in this domain is the exhibition of explicit families of univariate
polynomials which are “hard to compute” in the given context. Following Motzkin
[18], Belaga [3] and Paterson–Stockmeyer [20] “almost all” univariate polynomials
of degree d need for their evaluation at least K(d) additions=subtractions, K(d) scalar
multiplications=divisions, and K(
√
d) nonscalar multiplications=divisions. A family
(Fd)d∈N of univariate polynomials Fd satisfying the condition degFd=d is called hard
to compute in a given complexity model if there exists a positive constant c such that
any straight-line program evaluating the polynomial Fd requires the execution of at
least K(dc) arithmetic operations in the given model.
In the present contribution we shall restrict ourselves to the nonscalar complexity
model. This model is well suited for lower bound considerations and does not represent
any limitation for the generality of our statements.
Families of speciMc polynomials which are hard to compute were Mrst considered
by Strassen in [25]. The method used by Strassen was later reMned by Schnorr [22]
and Stoss [24]. In [14], Heintz and Sieveking introduced a considerably more adap-
tive method which allowed the exhibition of quite larger classes of speciMc poly-
nomials which are hard to compute. However in its beginning the application of
this new method was restricted to polynomials with algebraic coeOcients. In [13],
Heintz and Morgenstern adapted the method of Heintz–Sieveking to polynomials
given by their algebraic roots and this adaptation was considerably simpliMed
in [2].
Finally, the methods of Strassen [25] and Heintz–Sieveking [14] were uniMed to
a common approach by Aldaz et al. [1]. This new approach was based on ePective
elimination and intersection theory with their implications for diophantine geometry
(see e.g. [8, 15, 21]). This method allowed for the Mrst time applications to polynomials
having only integer roots.
The results of the present contribution are based on a new, considerably simpliMed
version of the uniMed approach mentioned before. Geometric considerations are re-
placed by simple counting arguments which make our new method more Qexible and
adaptive (see Lemma 4). The new method is inspired in [23, 2] and relies on a count-
ing technique developed in [25] (see also [22, 24]). Except for this result (Theorem 2)
the method is elementary and requires only basic knowledge of algebra.
Our new method yields a simple criterion (Theorem 6) to establish computational
hardness results for several new families of polynomials given either by their integer
coeOcients or by their integer roots (see Theorems 10–12). The method also im-
plies some known results for polynomials with algebraic coeOcients (see Theorems 7
and 8).
Our method can also be applied to establish transcendence proofs for power series.
Using Newton’s method to approximate algebraic functions we obtain a simple crite-
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rion of transcendence (see Theorem 13 and Criterion 14. Several (old and new) power
series are given whose transcendence can be shown easily by our method (see Coro-
llary 15).
Let us Mnally remark that our method does not apply to polynomials having “small”
integer roots such as the Pochhammer–Wilkinson polynomials. Some result in this
direction would be of great interest because of their relationship with other subjects
of theoretical computer science. Connections with boolean complexity problems can
be found in [13] where the complexity of evaluation of the Pochhammer–Wilkinson
polynomials is related with the complexity of a geometric elimination problem, and also
in [17] where the complexity of evaluating polynomials with many diPerent rational
roots is related with the complexity of integer factorization. In [4, Chapter 7] the
hypothesis that the multiples of the Pochhammer–Wilkinson polynomials are hard to
compute is used to show that P =NP holds for computations over algebraically closed
Melds of characteristic zero.
2. Straight-line programs and representation theorem
Let K be an algebraically closed Meld of characteristic zero. By K[X ] we denote
the ring of univariate polynomials in the indeterminate X over K and by K(X ) its
fraction Meld. Let 	 be a point of K . By K[[X − 	]] we denote the ring of formal
power series in X − 	 with coeOcients in K and by O	 the localization of K[X ] by
the maximal ideal generated by the linear polynomial X − 	. This means that O	 is
the subring of K(X ) given by the rational functions F :=f=g, with f; g∈K[X ] and
g(	) =0.
Since K has characteristic zero for every 	∈K there exists a natural embedding i	
from O	 into K[[X − 	]] deMned as follows: for any F ∈O	, let i	(F) be the Taylor
expansion of F at the point 	, namely
i	(F) :=
∑
j∈N
F (j)(	)
j!
· (X − 	)j:
Here we denote by F (j); j∈N, the jth derivative of the rational function F .
Let A be one of the following K-algebras: K[X ]; K(X ) or O	, where 	∈K .
We recall the following standard notion of algebraic complexity theory (see
[6, 10, 12, 24, 26, 19, 7, Chapter 4]).
Denition 1. Let L be a natural number. A straight-line program of nonscalar length
L in A is a sequence  of elements of A, namely  := (Q−1; Q0; : : : ; QL); satisfying the
following conditions:
• Q−1 := 1.
• Q0 :=X .
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• For any ; 166L; there exist d ∈{0; 1} and a; j; b; j ∈K; with −16j¡; such
that
Q :=
( ∑
−16j¡
a;j · Qj
)(
(1− d)
( ∑
−16j¡
b;j · Qj
)
+ d
( ∑
−16j¡
b;j · Qj
)−1
holds.
Let F be an arbitrary element of the K-algebra A. We say that the straight-line
program =(Q−1; Q0; : : : ; QL) computes F if there exist Meld elements cl ∈K; with
−16l6L, such that the following identity holds:
F =
∑
−16l6L
cl · Ql:
The nonscalar complexity LA(F) of an element F of the K-algebra A is deMned as
LA(F) := min{nonscalar length of  :  in A that computes F}:
Now let F be a rational function belonging to the K-algebra O	. Suppose that F is
given by a straight-line program  in O	. We are going to analyze how F depends on
the parameters of the straight-line program . To this end we use an idea going back
to Strassen [25] (see also [22, 24]). The following analysis of the rational function F
represents the main technical tool we use in this paper. A detailed proof of a similar
result can be found in [7, Chapter 9, Theorem 9:9, pp. 212–215].
Let us Mrst recall that the height of a given polynomial with integer coeOcients
is the maximum of the absolute values of its coeOcients and the weight is the sum
of the absolute values of these coeOcients. Note that the weight is subadditive and
submultiplicative.
Theorem 2 (Representation theorem for rational functions). Let L be a natural num-
ber and N := (L + 1)(L + 2). Then there exists a family (PL; j)j∈N of polynomials
PL; j ∈Z[Z1; : : : ; ZN ] with
degPL; j6j(2L− 1) + 2 (1)
and
weight PL; j623((j+1)
L−1) (2)
such that for any 	∈K and any F ∈O	 with LO	(F)6L there exists a point zF ∈KN
satisfying the identity
i	(F) =
∑
j∈N
PL;j(zF)(X − 	)j:
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Following [14] for given natural numbers d and L let
d;L: KN −→ Kd+1
be the morphism of aOne spaces deMned by d;L(z) := (PL;0(z); : : : ; PL;d(z)) for arbi-
trary z ∈KN . Let Wd;L := imd;L⊆Kd+1 be the Zariski closure over Q of the image
imd;L of the morphism d;L.
In the sequel we shall identify any polynomial
∑
06j6d fjX
j ∈K[X ] of degree d
with its coeOcient vector (f0; : : : ; fd) which we consider as a point of the aOne space
Kd+1.
3. Combinatorial method
This section is devoted to present the main results of this paper. In order to state our
technical lemma (namely Lemma 4 below) we need the following notion and notation.
Denition 3. Let n be a given natural number. For Mxed d∈N we deMne a map
 : Kd+1 → N
which is given in the following way: for any point F := (f0; : : : ; fd) belonging to Kd+1
let
(F ; n) := #
{ ∑
S⊆{0;:::; d}
!S
∏
j∈S
fvjj : 16vj6n; 06j6d; !S ∈{0; 1}
}
:
For n=1 we write simply
(F) := (F ; 1):
Lemma 4 (Main lemma). Let d; L and n be given nonzero natural numbers. Then
for any point F belonging to the algebraic variety Wd;L⊆Kd+1 we have
(F ; n)62(n(d+1))
20L2
: (3)
Proof. First of all observe that for any given natural numbers d; n and k the subset
{F ∈ Kd+1: (F ; n)6k}
is closed in the Q-Zariski topology of Kd+1. Hence, since the variety Wd;L is the
Q-Zariski closure of the image of the morphism d;L=(PL;0; : : : ; PL;d), it suOces to
prove the statement of the lemma for an arbitrary (d+1)-tuple F := (f0; : : : ; fd) which
belongs to imd;L. Let N := (L + 1)(L + 2). For Mxed d; L and n∈N let us deMne
the following set of polynomials of Z[Z1; : : : ; ZN ]:
$ :=
{ ∑
S⊆{0;:::;d}
!S
∏
j∈S
PvjL;j: 16vj6n; 06j6d; !S ∈ {0; 1}
}
:
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For any z ∈KN let us write $(z) := {P(z): P ∈$}⊆K . Clearly we have #$(z)6#$.
From Theorem 2 and DeMnition 3 we conclude that for any (d+1)-tuple F := (f0; : : : ;
fd) belonging to imd;L there exists a point zF ∈KN such that the following holds:
(F ; n) = #$(zF)6#$:
Therefore, in order to prove (3) it suOces to show that the inequality
#$62(n(d+1))
20L2
holds.
Let D := max{degP: P ∈$} and H := max{height P: P ∈$}. Then every polyno-
mial in $ has at most (D+NN ) monomials each of them with an integer coeOcient of
absolute value less or equal than H . Therefore
#$6(2H + 1)(
D+N
N )6(2H + 1)(D+1)
N
; (4)
since the inequality(
D + N
N
)
6(D + 1)N
holds for every pair of natural numbers D and N .
From the degree bound (1) we deduce the estimate
D + 16n
∑
06j6d
(j(2L− 1) + 2) + 16n(d+ 1)(Ld+ 2): (5)
Since every polynomial P ∈Z[Z1; : : : ; ZN ] veriMes height(P)6weight(P), from (2) we
infer the following bound for the height of any polynomial in $:
H62d+1
∏
06j6d
23n((j+1)
L−1)623n(d+1)
L+1−(3n−1)(d+1): (6)
Now, putting together (4)–(6) we obtain the following estimate:
#$6(2H + 1)(D+1)
N
6 23n(d+1)
L+1(n(d+1)(Ld+2))(L+1)(L+2)
6 2n(d+1)
L+1(n(d+1)2(L+1))(L+1)(L+2) :
By Horner’s rule we may suppose, without loss of generality, that L6d holds. This
implies Mnally
#$62n(d+1)
L+1(n(d+1)3)(L+1)(L+2)62(n(d+1))
20L2
:
From Lemma 4 we obtain easily a suOcient condition (Theorem 6) saying when a
polynomial with integer coeOcients is hard to compute. Let p∈N be a prime number.
For any integer f∈Z let us denote by (p(f) the multiplicity of p in the prime factor
decomposition of f.
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In the proof of Theorem 6 we need the following elementary fact.
Claim 5. Let a1; : : : ; ab be nonzero natural numbers and let p be a prime number
such that (p(aj)¡(p(aj+1) holds for each j; 16j¡b. Then
#
{∑
j∈S
aj : S ⊆{1; : : : ; b}
}
= 2b:
Proof. It suOces to show that for any pair of diPerent subsets S and S ′ of {1; : : : ; b}
the following holds:∑
j∈S
aj =
∑
j∈S′
aj: (7)
By cancelling common elements on both sides of the former inequality (if necessary)
we conclude that it is enough to prove that inequality (7) holds for any pair of disjoint
subsets S and S ′ of {1; : : : ; b}.
Now for each j; 16j6b, let nj := (p(aj) be the multiplicity of p in the prime factor
decomposition of the natural number aj. We can write aj = pnj · a˜j with (p(a˜j) = 0.
By hypothesis for each j, 16j6b, we know that nj¡nj+1. Consequently, we deduce
that for any subset S of {1; : : : ; b} the following equality holds:
(p
(∑
j∈S
aj
)
= (p

pnm

a˜m + ∑
j∈S
m¡j
pnj−nm · a˜j



 = nm; (8)
where m∈{1; : : : ; b} is the minimum of S.
From (8) we deduce immediatly that for any pair of diPerent subsets S and S ′ of
{1; : : : ; b} the following holds:
(p
(∑
j∈S
aj
)
= (p
(∑
j∈S′
aj
)
and this Mnishes the prove of Claim 5.
Theorem 6. There exists a positive universal constant c with the following property:
let d and L be given nonzero natural numbers; d¿1. Let F :=
∑
06j6d fjX
j ∈
Z[X ] be a polynomial of degree at most d with integer coe>cients such that F
belongs to the algebraic variety Wd;L. Then for any prime number p∈N we have
L2¿c
log2(#{
∑
j∈S (p(fj) : S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}})
log2 d
Proof. Let p∈N be a prime number and let
b := #
{
(p
( ∏
j∈S
fj
)
:S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
:
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Then from Claim 5 we deduce that the following estimate holds:
(F) = #
{ ∑
S⊆{0;:::;d}
!S
∏
j∈S
fj : !S ∈ {0; 1}; S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2b: (9)
Combining (9) with inequality (3) for n = 1 and taking logarithms twice gives
L2¿
1
20
log2(#{
∑
j∈S (p(fj) : S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}})
log2(d+ 1)
:
Finally, since d¿1, we conclude
L2¿
1
20 log2 3
log2(#{
∑
j∈S (p(fj) : S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}})
log2 d
:
Theorem 6 is the key result to show computational hardness of several new families
of polynomials with integer coeOcients. From Theorem 6 we can also obtain simple
hardness proofs for some known families of polynomials with integer coeOcients. For
example Theorem 6 easily implies that the family of polynomials (Fd)d∈N deMned by
Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
2jX j satisMes the complexity bound L2(Fd)=K(d= log2 d) (see [25]).
Lemma 4 implies also some known hardness results for polynomials with algebraic
coeOcients. This is the content of the next two theorems.
Theorem 7 (Heintz–Sieveking [14]). There exists a positive universal constant c with
the following property: let D a given natural number and let F :=
∑
06j6d fjX
j ∈
C[X ] be a polynomial of degree at most d with algebraic complex coe>cients. Let N
be the dimension of the Q-vector space Q[f0; : : : ; fd]. Suppose that there exist poly-
nomials g1; : : : ; gs ∈Q[X0; : : : ; Xd] of degree at most D; such that the locus of common
zeroes of these polynomials in Cd+1; Z(g1; : : : ; gs); is ?nite and contains the point
(f0; : : : ; fd). Then for any natural number L such that F belongs to the algebraic
variety Wd;L we have the estimate
L2¿c
log2 N
log2 d+ log2 D
:
Proof. For any subset V ⊂Kd+1 let us denote by I(V )⊂Q[X0; : : : ; Xd] the ideal of the
polynomials of Q[X0; : : : ; Xd] which vanish on V . From the assumption (f0; : : : ; fd)∈
Z(g1; : : : ; gs) we deduce the following inclusions of ideals:
(g1; : : : ; gs)⊆ I(Z(g1; : : : ; gs))⊆ I({(f0; : : : ; fd)});
where {(f0; : : : ; fd)} is the closure in the Q-Zariski topology of Cd+1 of the set con-
taining only the point (f0; : : : ; fd). These inclusions and the fact that the Q-vector
space Q[f0; : : : ; fd] and the Q-algebra Q[X0; : : : ; Xd]=I({(f0; : : : ; fd)}) are isomorphic
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imply that the morphism of Q-algebras
- : Q[X0; : : : ; Xd]=(g1; : : : ; gs) → Q[f0; : : : ; fd]
deMned by -(Xj + (g1; : : : ; gs)) :=fj for any j; 06j6d, is an epimorphism.
From the assumption that the polynomials g1; : : : ; gs deMne a nonempty Mnite sub-
set we deduce that the Q-vector space Q[X0; : : : ; Xd]=(g1; : : : ; gs) is Mnite dimensional.
According to Fitches et al. [9] it is possible to Mnd for Q[X0; : : : ; Xd]=(g1; : : : ; gs) a
monomial basis  of the form
 := {X v00 · · ·X vdd + (g1; : : : ; gs) : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D(d+ 1)}:
The image of the basis  under the epimorphism -,
-() = {fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D(d+ 1)}
is a set of generators of the Q-vector space Q[f0; : : : ; fd]. Therefore, if N is the
dimension of Q[f0; : : : ; fd] then
#
{∑
f∈S
f : S ⊆ -()
}
¿2N :
Taking into account DeMnition 3 and the inclusion{∑
f∈S
f : S ⊆ -()
}
⊆
{ ∑
S⊆{0;:::; d}
!S
∏
j∈S
fvjj : 16vj6D(d+ 1); !S ∈ {0; 1}
}
we can write
2N6(F ;D(d+ 1)): (10)
Finally, let L be a natural number such that the point F belongs to the variety Wd;L.
Then Lemma 4 yields the inequality
(F ;D(d+ 1))62(D(d+1)
2)20L
2
: (11)
The proof Mnishes combining (10) and (11) and taking logarithms twice.
Theorem 7 implies that the following families of polynomials with algebraic coeO-
cients (Fd)d∈N satisfy the complexity bound L2(Fd)=K(d= log2 d):
• Fd :=
∑
16j6d e
2i=jX j (see [14]),
• Fd :=
∑
16j6d
√pjX j, where pj is the jth prime number (see [11]).
Theorem 8 (Baur [2]). There exists a positive universal constant c with the follow-
ing property: let D be a natural number and let F :=
∑
06j6d fjX
j ∈C[X ] be a
polynomial of degree at most d with complex coe>cients. Suppose that there exist
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polynomials g1; : : : ; gs ∈Q[X0; : : : ; Xd] of degree at most D such that the complex num-
bers g1(f0; : : : ; fd); : : : ; gs(f0; : : : ; fd) are Q-linearly independent. Then for any natural
number L such that F belongs to the algebraic variety Wd;L we have the estimate
L2¿c
log2 s
log2 d+ log2 D
:
Proof. Let 〈gi(f0; : : : ; fd) : 16i6s〉 be the vector space over Q spanned by the set
{g1(f0; : : : ; fd); : : : ; gs(f0; : : : ; fd)}. Similarly, let 〈fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D〉 be
the vector space over Q generated by the set
{
fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D
}
. Since
for each i; 16i6s, there exist coeOcients ai; v ∈Q, with v := (v0; : : : ; vd)∈Nd+1 and
06 |v|6D, such that
gi(f0; : : : ; fd) =
∑
v:=(v0 ;:::;vd)∈Nd+1
06 |v|6D
ai; v · fv00 · · ·fvdd
holds, we have the following inclusion between vector spaces:
〈gi(f0; : : : ; fd) : 16i6s〉⊆〈fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D〉:
This inclusion and the linear independence in Q of the complex numbers gi(f0; : : : ; fd)
16i6s, yield the inequality
dimQ〈fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D〉¿s:
This implies that there exist at least 2s elements which can be expressed as sums
of distinct elements of the set
{
fv00 · · ·fvdd : 06v0 + · · ·+ vd6D
}
. From this and by
DeMnition 3 we deduce
((f0; : : : ; fd);D)¿2s: (12)
Finally, let L∈N such that F belongs to the variety Wd;L. Then from Lemma 4 we
deduce the inequality
(F ;D)62(D(d+1))
20L2
: (13)
Combining (12) and (13) and taking logarithms twice Mnishes the proof.
Theorem 8 implies that the family of polynomials with algebraic coeOcients (Fd)d∈N
deMned by Fd :=
∏
16j6d (X −
√pj), where pj is the jth prime number, satisMes the
complexity bound L2(Fd)=K
(
d= log2 d
)
(see [13]).
4. Polynomials which are hard to compute
As mentioned in the previous section, Theorem 6 yields hardness proofs for sev-
eral new families of polynomials with integer coeOcients, which are collected in
Theorems 10–12 below.
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In the proofs of these theorems we need the following elementary fact.
Claim 9. Let a1; : : : ; ab be natural numbers such that
∑
16k¡j ak¡aj holds for each
j; 16j6b. Then
#
{∑
j∈S
aj : S ⊆{1; : : : ; b}
}
= 2b:
Proof. In order to prove Claim 9 it suOces to show that for any pair of diPerent
subsets S; S ′ of {1; : : : ; b} the inequality ∑j∈ S aj =∑j∈S′ aj holds. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that the conditions S ∩ S ′ = ∅ and max(S)¡max(S ′) are
satisMed. Thus,∑
j∈S
aj6
∑
16j6max(S)
aj6
∑
16j¡max(S′)
aj ¡ amax(S′)6
∑
j∈S′
aj
holds and therefore∑
j∈S
aj =
∑
j∈S′
aj:
Theorem 10. Let n be a ?xed positive integer number. Let ’ be the Euler totient
function and let -(j) be the number of primes not exceeding j. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be
the family of polynomials de?ned by any of the following expressions:
(i) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
2’(
n√j)
X j;
(ii) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
’(	 n√j
)!X j;
(iii) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
2-(
n√j)
X j;
(iv) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
-(	 n√j
)!X j.
Then the family F satis?es the complexity bound L2(Fd)=K(n
n
√
d=(log2 d)
2).
Proof. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be family deMned by expression (i) of the statement of
Theorem 10. We are going to show that for any nonzero natural number d the following
estimate holds:
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
22
’( n
√
j)
)
: S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2-(	
n√d
): (14)
Therefore the complexity bound of the statement of Theorem 10 follows immediately
applying Theorem 6 and the Chebyshev’s Theorem (see [7, Chapter 9, Exercises 9:19–
9:21]): for any natural number d, d¿1, the following estimate holds:
1
6
d
ln d
6-(d)66
d
ln d
:
For any j¿1, let pj be the jth prime number. From the inclusion
{pnj : 16j6-( n
√
d)}⊂{j: 06j6d}
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we deduce the inclusion{
(2
(∏
j∈S
22
’(pj )
)
: S ⊆{1; : : : ; -( n
√
d)}
}
⊆
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
22
’( n
√
j)
)
: S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
:
Therefore, to show inequality (14) it is suOcient to prove the following equality:
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
22
’(pj )
)
: S ⊆{1; : : : ; -( n
√
d)}
}
= 2-(	
n√d
):
For this purpose, according to Claim 9, we only need to demonstrate that for any j,
16j6-( n√d), the following inequality holds:
(2
( ∏
16k¡j
22
’(pk )
)
=
∑
16k¡j
(2(22
’(pk ) ) =
∑
16k¡j
2’(pk ) ¡ 2’(pj) = (2(22
’(pj )
);
which follows from the estimate∑
16k¡j
2’(pk ) =
∑
16k¡j
2pk−16
∑
06k¡pj−1
2k = 2pj−1 − 1 ¡ 2pj−1 ¡ 2pj−1 = 2’(pj):
Similarly the lower bounds for the nonscalar complexity of the families of polynomials
deMned by expressions (ii)–(iv) of the statement of Theorem 10 can be obtained,
respectively, using the following estimations:∑
16k¡j
’(pk)! =
∑
16k¡j
(pk − 1)!6
∑
06k¡pj−1
k!6pj−1! ¡ (pj − 1)! = ’(pj)!;
∑
16k¡j
2-(pk ) =
∑
16k¡j
2k = 2j − 2 ¡ 2j = 2-(pj);
∑
16k¡j
-(pk)! =
∑
16k¡j
k!6j!− 1 ¡ j! = -(pj)!
Theorem 11. Let n¿1 be a ?xed natural number. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be the family
of polynomials de?ned by any of the following expressions:
(i) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
2
n√j
X j;
(ii) Fd :=
∏
16j6d(X − 22
 n
√
j
);
(iii) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
	 n√j
!X j;
(iv) Fd :=
∏
16j6d(X − 2	
n√j
!).
Then the family F satis?es the complexity bound L2(Fd)=K(
n
√
d= log2 d).
Proof. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be any of the families of polynomials deMned by any of
expressions (i) or (iii). Let us write Fd :=
∑
06j6d fjX
j where f0; : : : ; fd are suitable
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integers. We are going to show that for any nonzero natural number d the following
estimate holds:
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
fj
)
: S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2	
n√d
: (15)
Therefore, the complexity bound of the statement of Theorem 11 for the families of
polynomials deMned by any of expressions (i) or (iii) follows immediately from the
application of Theorem 6 and estimate (15).
In order to obtain estimate (15) we observe that for any j, 16j6 n√d, the following
estimations holds:∑
16k¡j
(2(22
k
) =
∑
16k¡j
2k = 2j − 2 ¡ 2j = (2(22j);
∑
16k¡j
(2(2k!) =
∑
16k¡j
k!6j!− 1 ¡ j! = (2(2j!):
Applying Claim 9 we deduce that the equality
#
{∑
j∈S
(2(fjn): S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d}
}
= 2	
n√d

holds for the sets constructed employing only the coeOcients of the form fjn ,
16j6 n√d, of the polynomials deMned by expressions (i) or (iii). Taking into account
the inclusion{∑
j∈S
(2(fjn): S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d}
}
⊆
{∑
j∈S
(2(fj): S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
we deduce that estimate (15) holds for the family of polynomials deMned either by
expression (i) or (iii).
Now, let F := (Fd)d∈N be any of the families of polynomials deMned either by
expression (ii) or (iv). Let us write Fd :=
∑
06j6d fd−jX
j where f0; : : : ; fd are suitable
integers. We are going to show that for any j, 16j¡ n√d, we have∑
16k¡j
(2(f(k+1)n−1) ¡ (2(f(j+1)n−1):
For this purpose, we observe that the multiplicity of the roots 22
j
and 2j!,
16j¡ n√d, in the polynomials Fd deMned by expressions (ii) or (iv) is exactly
(j + 1)n − jn.
From this last remark, we deduce the following estimations:∑
16k¡j
(2(f(k+1)n−1) =
∑
16k¡j
∑
16l6k
((l+ 1)n − ln)2l
6
∑
16k¡j
((k + 1)n − kn)
( ∑
16l6k
2l
)
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=
∑
16k¡j
((k + 1)n − kn)(2k+1 − 2)
¡
∑
16k6j
((k + 1)n − kn)2k = (2(f(j+1)n−1);
∑
16k¡j
(2(f(k+1)n−1) =
∑
16k¡j
∑
16l6k
((l+ 1)n − ln)l!
6
∑
16k¡j
((k + 1)n − kn)
( ∑
16l6k
l!
)
6
∑
16k¡j
((k + 1)n − kn)((k + 1)!− 1)
¡
∑
16k6j
((k + 1)n − kn)k! = (2(f(j+1)n−1):
Now applying Claim 9 we deduce that the equality
#
{∑
j∈S
(2(f(j+1)n−1): S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d − 1}
}
= 2	
n√d
−1
holds for the sets constructed employing only the coeOcients of the form f(j+1)n−1,
16j¡ n√d=2, of the polynomials deMned by expression (ii) or (iv). Since the
following inclusion holds:{∑
j∈S
(2(f(j+1)n−1): S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d − 1}
}
⊆
{∑
j∈S
(2(fj): S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
;
we deduce the following inequality:
#
{∑
j∈S
(2(fj): S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2	
n√d
−1
for any of the families of polynomials deMned either by expression (ii) or (iv), and
therefore the complexity bound of the statement of Theorem 11 for these families
follows immediately applying Theorem 6.
Theorem 12. Let n be a ?xed positive integer number. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be the
family of polynomials de?ned by any of the following expressions:
(i) Fd :=
∑
06j6d 2
F n
√
jX j;
(ii) Fd :=
∏
16j6d(X − 2
F n
√
j);
where Fj is the jth Fibonacci number. Then the family F satis?es the complexity
bound L2(Fd)=K(
n
√
d= log2 d).
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Proof. Let F := (Fd)d∈N be the family deMned by expression (i). Let us write
∑
06j6d
fjX j :=
∑
06j6d 2
F n
√
jX j where fj, 06j6d, are suitable integers. Since for j¿1 the
following holds:∑
16k¡j
F2k = F2j−1 − 1 ¡ F2j;
we deduce from Claim 9 the following equality:
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
f(2j)n
)
: S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d=2}
}
= #
{∑
j∈S
F2j: S ⊆{1; : : : ;  n
√
d=2}
}
= 2	
n√d=2
:
From this last equality we deduce the estimate
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
fj
)
: S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2	
n√d=2
: (16)
Finally, the complexity bound for the family F deMned by expression (i) follows from
Theorem 6 and estimate (16).
Let F := (Fd)d∈N be the family of polynomials deMned by expression (ii). Let us
write
∑
06j6d fd−jX
j :=
∏
16j6d(X −2
F n
√
j) where fj, 06j6d are suitable integers.
We are going to show that the inequality∑
16k¡j
(2(f(2k+1)n−1) ¡ (2(f(2j+1)n−1)
holds for any j satisfying 16j¡ n√d=2. For this purpose we observe that the multi-
plicity of the root 2Fj , 16j¡ n√d, in the polynomial Fd deMned by expression (ii) is
exactly (j + 1)n − jn.
From this observation we deduce that for any j, 16j¡ n√d=2, the following holds:
∑
16k¡j
(2(f(2k+1)n−1) =
∑
16k¡j
∑
16l62k
((l+ 1)n − ln)Fl
6
∑
16k¡j
((2k + 1)n − (2k)n)
( ∑
16l62k
Fl
)
=
∑
16k¡j
((2k + 1)n − (2k)n)(F2k+2 − 1)
¡
∑
16k¡j
((2k + 1)n − (2k)n)F2k+2
¡
∑
16k62j
((k + 1)n − kn)Fk = (2(f(2j+1)n−1):
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Therefore, applying Claim 9 we deduce the following inequality:
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
fj
)
: S ⊆{0; : : : ; d}
}
¿2	
n√d=2
−1: (17)
The complexity bound for the family F := (Fd)d∈N follows now from Theorem 6 and
estimate (17).
5. Applications to transcendental function theory
Our algebraic complexity method can be applied to classical questions of transcen-
dence in number theory and geometry. Using Newton’s method to approximate alge-
braic functions we obtain a suOcient condition (Theorem 13) for the transcendence of
formal power series.
Theorem 13. Let K be an algebraically closed ?eld of characteristic zero and let
/ :=
∑
j∈N fjX
j ∈K[[X ]] be a given formal power series. Suppose that for any pos-
itive integer c there exists a natural number k such that the open condition
(f0; : : : ; f2k−1) =∈ W2k−1;ck
holds. Then the power series / is transcendental over K(X ).
Proof. Let us suppose that / is algebraic over K(X ). Then by Bochnak et al.
[5, Chapter 8] the power series series / deMnes a holomorphic function around the
origin. Now using the Newton’s method we are able to approximate the holomorphic
funtion /. More precisely, using the construction given in [16] we conclude that there
exist a positive integer c and a Zariski open subset U ⊂K with the following property:
for any point 	∈U belonging to the domain of / and for any natural number k there
exists a rational function 1k such that the initial segment of degree 2k−1 of the Taylor
expansion around 	 of 1k agrees with the initial segment of degree 2k−1 of the Taylor
expansion around 	 of the holomorphic function /, namely
∑
06j62k−1
1(j)k (	)
j!
(X − 	)j = ∑
06j62k−1
/(j)(	)
j!
(X − 	)j:
Moreover, in the construction of the rational function 1k we employ c · k nonscalar
operations, that is LO	(1k)6c · k.
Now using Theorem 2, the previous property can be paraphrased as follows: there
exist a positive integer number c and a Zariski open subset U ⊂K such that for any
point 	∈U belonging to the domain of / and for any natural number k the point
given by the coeOcients of the Taylor polynomial of (formal) degree 2k − 1 in 	 of
the holomorphic function / belongs to the variety W2k−1;ck , that is,
(/(j)(	)=j!: 06j62k − 1) ∈ W2k−1;ck : (18)
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On the other hand, for the given c, according to the hypothesis of the theorem, there
must exists a natural number k such that
(f0; : : : ; f2k−1) =∈ W2k−1;ck :
Since the power series / is holomorphic so is any derivative /(j) of /, j∈N. Then
any coeOcient fj of /, j∈N, veriMes
fj =
/(j)(0)
j!
and consequently
(/(j)(0)=j!: 06j62k − 1) =∈ W2k−1;ck :
By the continuity of /(j) we deduce that there exists a neighbourhood of zero V ⊂K
such that for any 	∈V the following open condition holds:
(/(j)(	)=j!: 06j62k − 1) =∈ W2k−1;ck :
But this contradicts condition (18) which is satisMed for any point 	 of the Zariski
open subset U if we suppose that the power series / is algebraic. Hence / must be
transcendental.
From Lemma 4 and Theorem 13 we deduce the following criterion of transcendence.
Criterion 14. Let K be an algebraically closed ?eld of characteristic zero and let
/ :=
∑
j∈N fjX
j ∈ K[[X ]] be a given power series. Suppose that for any positive real
number c there exists a natural number k such that the following inequality holds:
((f0; : : : ; f2k−1)) ¿ 2
2ck
3
: (19)
Then the power series / is transcendental over K(X ).
Proof. Let c be an arbitrary positive real number and let k be a natural number for
which, according to the hypothesis, inequality (19) holds.
Fixed c and k, let L be a natural number such that the point (f0; : : : ; f2k−1) belongs
to the variety W2k−1; L. Then from Lemma 4 we have
((f0; : : : ; f2k−1))62
220kL
2
: (20)
Combining (20) with (19) and taking logarithms twice we obtain
L ¿
√
c
20
k
and from this inequality we deduce that the point (f0; : : : ; f2k−1) does not belong to
the variety W2k−1; c′k , where c′ := 
√
c=20. Since c is arbitrary, the transcendence of
/ follows from Theorem 13.
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From Criterion 14 we obtain the following transcendence results.
Corollary 15. Let n be a given nonzero natural number. The following power series
which belong to Q[[X ]] are transcendental over the function ?eld C(X ):
(i)
∑
j∈N (1=2
2’(
n√j)
)X j and
∑
j∈N (1=2
’(	 n√j
)!)X j; where ’ is the Euler quotient
function.
(ii)
∑
j∈N (1=2
2-(
n√j)
)X j and
∑
j∈N (1=2
-(	 n√j
)!)X j; where -(j) is the number of
primes not exceeding j.
(iii)
∑
j∈N (1=2
2
n√j
)X j and
∑
j∈N (1=2
	 n√j
!)X j.
(iv)
∑
j∈N (1=2
F n
√
j)X j; where Fj denotes the jth Fibonacci number.
(v)
∑
j∈N (1=2
2(log2( j+1))
n
)X j; for n¿4.
Proof. First of all we observe that, according to DeMnition 3, the equality
((a−11 ; : : : ; a
−1
b )) = ((a1; : : : ; ab)) (21)
holds for any nonzero elements aj, 16j6b, of the Meld K .
Let / :=
∑
j∈N f
−1
j X
j be any of the power series of (i) or (ii). For any natural
number k estimate (14) and Claim 5 imply
((fj: 06j62k − 1))¿22-(
n√
2k−1)
:
Then from (21), the inequality
((f−1j : 06j62
k − 1))¿22-(
n√
2k−1)
holds for any natural number k and therefore the transcendence of the series / follows
from Criterion 14 and Chebyshev’s Theorem.
Employing estimations (15) and (16) in a similar way we deduce from Criterion 14
the transcendence of the power series of (iii) and (iv).
In order to prove the transcendence of the power series of (v) we are going to
demonstrate that the inequality
#
{
(2
(∏
j∈S
22
(log2 j)n
)
: S ⊆{1; : : : ; 2k}
}
¿2k
n−2(n)+1 (22)
holds for any natural number k, where 2(n) :=  12 ((2n)!=(ln 2)2n − 1). From Claim 5
we deduce that to prove estimate (22) it is suOcient to show that the estimate
#{(log2 j)n: 16j62k}¿kn − 2(n) + 1
holds for any natural number k. Fixed k, this estimate is satisMed if for any natural
number l such that 2(n)6l6kn there exists a natural number j, 16j62k , such that
the inequalities
2
n√l6j ¡ 2
n√l+1 (23)
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hold. To prove (23), we consider 2
n√l+1 and 2
n√l as functions in l. Expanding them
in power series and retaining only the (2n)th term in the expansions we obtain the
following inequality:
2
n√l+1 − 2 n
√
l =
∑
i∈N
((l+ 1)1=n ln 2)i
i!
− ∑
i∈N
(l1=n ln 2)i
i!
¿
(ln 2)2n
(2n)!
(l+ 1)2 − (ln 2)
2n
(2n)!
l2 =
(ln 2)2n
(2n)!
(2l+ 1):
Now taking l such that l¿ 12 ((2n)!=(ln 2)
2n − 1) we deduce the inequality
2
n√l+1 − 2 n
√
l¿1
and this is suOcient to guarantee the existence of a natural number j such that (23)
holds.
For any natural number k, estimate (22) and Claim 5 yield the inequality
((22
(log2 j)n : 16j62k))¿22
kn−2(n)+1
:
From this inequality and (21), we Mnally deduce that the inequality
((2−2
(log2 j)n : 16j62k))¿22
kn−2(n)+1
holds for any natural number k. The transcendence of power series of (v) now follows
from Criterion 14.
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